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Impact of Hand Used on One-Handed Back-of-Device
Performance

ZHUZHI FAN and CÉLINE COUTRIX, CNRS, Université Grenoble-Alpes, LIG, France

One-handed Back-of-Device (BoD) interaction proved to be desired and sometimes unavoidable with a mobile
touchscreen device, for both preferred and non-preferred hands. Although users’ two hands are asymmetric,
the impact of this asymmetry on the performance of mobile interaction has been little studied so far. Research
on one-handed BoD interaction mostly focused on the preferred hand, even though users cannot avoid in
real life to handle their phone with their non-preferred hand. To better design one-handed BoD interaction
tailored for each hand, the identification and measure of the impact of their asymmetry are critical. In this
paper, we study the impact on the performance of the asymmetry between the preferred and the non-preferred
hands when interacting with one hand in the back of a mobile touch surface. Empirical data indicates that
users’ preferred hand performs better than the non-preferred hand in target acquisition tasks, for both time
(+10%) and accuracy (+20%). In contrast, for steering tasks, we found little difference in performance between
users’ preferred and non-preferred hands. These results are useful for the HCI community to design mobile
interaction techniques tailored for each hand only when it is necessary. We present implications for research
and design directly based on the findings of the study, in particular, to reduce the impact of the asymmetry
between hands and improve the performance of both hands for target acquisition.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Back-of-device (BoD) interaction has gained a lot of interest in the HCI community (e.g., [20, 24, 38,
42, 43, 47, 48, 79, 81]). Indeed, BoD interaction proved to solve two important problems of mobile
touch surfaces, the fat finger problem [62] (e.g., [12]) and the occlusion problem (e.g., [71]). BoD
interaction also proved to solve a problem due to the most popular grasping position. Users prefer
or have to hold their device vertically with a single hand [33, 49], with the four fingers and the
palm on its back, and interact with the thumb on the screen [39]. BoD interaction helps to solve
the subsequent reach-ability problem for the thumb at the front [14] (e.g., [37, 82]).
BoD interaction is now reaching the general public and the industry. E.g., the ZTE Nubia Z20

smartphone already offers a second touchscreen on the back. Apple and Microsoft are also issuing
patents for interaction techniques at the BoD or devices with BoD touchscreen (e.g., [1, 35]). It is
therefore timely and important that the HCI community broadens the scope of the studies of users’
performance at the BoD, in order to ensure its success.
In particular, according to an observational study of front-of-device interaction [30], users

extensively use both preferred and non-preferred hands to interact with mobile surfaces. It is
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therefore important for designers to know the difference between the hands, and if they need to
adapt BoD interaction techniques to accommodate the hand grasping the device. However, we do
not know yet the impact on BoD performance of the asymmetry between preferred (i.e. dominant)
and non-preferred (i.e. non-dominant) hands. Previous work showed that the users’ preferred hand
can perform better than the non-preferred hand for particular tasks. For instance, Guiard found
different movements resolution between preferred and non-preferred hands: the movement of the
preferred hand showed higher frequency and smaller amplitudes compared to the non-preferred
hand [26]. In terms of motor abilities, users’ preferred hands proved to perform better for a large
range of non-HCI tasks like tapping [53], drawing a circle [64], throwing [54], Annett pegboard
moving task [6], handwriting [56], Fitt’s task with a stylus tapping on strips, pin-to-hole transfer
tasks, and circular steering tasks with stylus drawing on paper [29]. In HCI, users’ preferred hand
was found to tap faster on targets at the front of the device [52]. These experiments prove that the
users’ preferred hand are better than the non-preferred hand for these tasks. However, we do not
know yet if the asymmetry impacts the tasks performed at the back of a mobile device.

In this paper, we address the following research question: What is the impact on the performance
of the asymmetry between hands when interacting at the back of the device? While previous
works address the sensing of the hand grasping the device [8, 16, 24, 44, 65, 73], the impact of the
asymmetry between hands has not been measured yet.

This paper presents the following contributions:
(1) The identification and measure of the impact of the hand used on the performance

of BoD target acquisition tasks: 10% faster and 20% more accurate for the preferred hand;
(2) Ameasure of users’ performance for BoD steering tasks;
(3) Ameasure of the little impact of the hand used on the performance of BoD steering

tasks: 3% (resp. 2%) slower and 8% (resp. 16%) more accurate in circular (resp. linear) steering
tasks for the preferred hand.

The HCI community and interaction designers can benefit from these findings when designing
future BoD interaction.

2 RELATEDWORK
We present previous work that studied (1) the performance of BoD interaction on mobile surfaces,
(2) the asymmetry between hands, and (3) the impact of this asymmetry on the (BoD) interaction
on mobile surfaces.

First, previous work studied the performance of BoD interaction on mobile surfaces. For instance,
Buschek et al. studied the accuracy of BoD text entry [15]. De Luca et al. found that BoD gestural
authentication is slower than at the front of the device, although it was more secure [20]. BoD
tapping authentication is faster than the gestural one while being as secure [40]. Combining front-
and back-of-device touch input was found slower than front-of-device touch input while allowing
for accurate and safe input [43]. BoD interaction allows for efficient target acquisition for very small
form factors, on the contrary to front-of-device interaction [13]. Closest to our work, Wobbrock
et al. studied the impact on the performance of the orientation, complexity, and support surface (i.e.
front- or back-of-device), for gestures made with the thumb and the index finger, however only
with the dominant hand [76].

Second, previous work studied the asymmetry between hands. The measurement of the asym-
metry of motor skills between preferred and non-preferred hand began with the Annett pegboard
task in 1970 [6], the first standardized task designed to analyze the motor performance of each
hand [46]. In Annett’s experiments [6, 7], participants moved pegs with one hand from the top
row of a pegboard to the bottom row as quickly as possible. The results indicated that participants’
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preferred hands performed faster. Following Annett’s pioneering work, others directly measured
lateral motor performance for tasks such as tapping [53], circle making [64], and throwing [54].
In these experiments, preferred hands performed better: faster [53, 64] and more accurate. The
preferred hand performed faster for handwriting [56] and tapping on targets on the screen of a
mobile phone [52]. While Hoffmann [29] observed that participants performed significantly faster
with preferred hand in Fitts’ task, pin-to-hole transfer tasks, and circular steering task, it was not
the case for ballistic arm movements [29].
Guiard explored the asymmetry between hands in the resolution of the movement. Guiard

requested participants to manipulate a pair of potentiometric knobs, one with each hand, to
produce random motion on the screen [26]. Polygraphs, recording the motion produced at each
knob, revealed that the motion of users’ preferred hands showed higher frequency and smaller
amplitudes. Thus Guiard labeled the motion of the preferred hand as micrometric and the motion of
the non-preferred hand as macrometric. These works demonstrate the difference in terms of motor
abilities between the users’ hands, even though some of these skills might come with training [58].

Third, previous work studied the impact of this asymmetry on the (BoD) interaction on mobile
surfaces. When using a tablet with both hands holding and manipulating, Wolf et al. observed
shorter movement duration for participants’ preferred hand compared to non-preferred hand when
making vertical drag gestures, horizontal drag gestures, and horizontal swipe gestures [78]. Wolf
et al. also observed different path lengths between preferred and non-preferred hands when making
BoD gestures, e.g, vertical drag, and vertical swipe. However, this study covered BoD interaction on
a tablet, with both hands involved simultaneously. The study does not compare the performance of
preferred vs. non-preferred hands for one-handed BoD interaction. We addressed this problem in
our study.

3 EXPERIMENT
The goal of our experiment is twofold. First, we want to compare the performance of both hands
for tasks commonly performed at the BoD. Second, we want to understand if and how other
common factors, such as the difficulty of tasks and motion orientation [66, 76, 83], interact with
the asymmetry of the hands at the BoD.

3.1 Experimental tasks
To choose our experimental tasks, we reviewed the interaction techniques proposed in related work
for BoD interaction. We found taps e.g., tapping at a back keyboard [34], tapping on the phone
case [18, 61, 79], tapping on buttons [42, 47]; linear movements e.g., swiping on the phone case
[61, 79], swiping on the rear-facing camera [81], drawing for unlocking (like Android’s grid unlock
on screen) [20, 41] and non-linear movements e.g., drawing a circle [80].

Based on Buxton’s taxonomy of input tasks [9], taps can be considered as (1) target acquisition,
and linear and non-linear movements can be considered combinations of (2) constrained linear
motion and (3) constrained circular motion [3]. The parameters of these controlled tasks vary
throughout the real-world task. As a consequence, to study the asymmetry between hands for BoD
interaction, we decided to compare participants’ two hands performance for these three controlled
tasks. These controlled tasks are commonly studied in the HCI literature (e.g., [21, 76] and [2, 4]).

3.2 Participants
We recruited 12 participants (6 male, 6 female, M=25.3 y.o., SD=2.2 years) at the local university. Each
participant received a 20e voucher. All participants were right-handed. There average measured
hand size lies within common measurements of human hands [36, 55]. All participants owned a
multi-touch smartphone.
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(a) Experimental setup (top), and
front and rear views of participants’
grasp on the phone (bottom).

(b) Screenshot of the tar-
get acquisition task. “W” in-
dicates the width of the
yellow target. “A” indicates
the movement amplitude de-
fined as the distance be-
tween the centers of previ-
ous and next targets. Partic-
ipants slide their finger on
the BoD touchscreen until
the red dot enters the yellow
target, and then lift their fin-
ger to validate the acquisi-
tion [76].

(c) Screenshot of the con-
strained linear motion. “W”
indicate the tunnel width
and “A” its length. The blue
arrow indicates the move-
ment orientation (as in [10]).
The pink line is the finger-
tip trajectory. The black line
are the start and end lines.

(d) Screenshot of the con-
strained circular motion. “W”
indicate the tunnel width
and “‘R” its radius. The blue
arrow indicates the move-
ment orientation (as in [10]).
The pink line is the fingertip
trajectory. The black line is
the start and end line.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup and phone grasp (a) and the three tasks (b, c and d). We displayed the finger
position as a red dot (b, c and d). The detailed view, inside the red, dotted circle, and the indications with red
labels, were not shown during the experiment.

3.3 Apparatus
We used an ASUS ZenFone 3 Max (5.5” screen, 1920 × 1080 px at 401 ppi) as our experimental
device. To enable the BoD interaction in our experiment and keep the form factor and weight of
a standard smartphone, we place the touchscreen face down (as in [41]) and separate the output
display from the mobile device (as Wobbrock et al. did [76]). To display the screen of the device in
front of the user, we connect the device to a laptop connected to a Samsung T240MD monitor (1920
× 1200 pixels, 24” screen). The control-display gain was 2.3, as in [17]. To prevent fatigue, we first
invited them to sit 60 cm away from the monitor, as in [22] and Figure 1(a). We then chose to set
the centroid of our tasks at the height of the index’s comfortable area at BoD [37] and horizontally
centered (Figures 1(b-c-d)). We disabled the edge buttons of the device to avoid the accidental press.

3.4 Procedure
After participants filled a short demographic questionnaire, we measured the size of participants’
hands, i.e. breadth, length and circumference, and the length of their index finger as in [36, 55]. In
all three tasks, we presented participants’ touchscreen contact location on the monitor as a red
dot (Figures 1(b-c-d)). When the finger was not in contact with the touch screen, no location was
shown. We asked participants to use their index finger, as it has the largest comfortable interaction
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area on the BoD [37]. Participants were instructed to hold the lateral sides of the device with the
four other fingers, as shown in Figure 1(a). This is the most popular grasping position for BoD
interaction [39].

Every participant performed all three tasks. The order of presentation of the tasks was balanced
across participants according to a Latin square. Half of the participants started the experiment with
their preferred hand, the other half with their non-preferred hand. After participants finished all
trials for one task with one hand, they changed hand for an identical set of trials for the same task.
The starting hand for all three tasks was the same for a single participant.

For the target acquisition task, before the first trials of a hand, participants performed 14 practice
trials, as in [76], with pseudo-randomly assigned orientation and amplitude of movement, and
width of the target. The practice session was followed by the actual test. During the actual test, we
pseudo-randomly ordered the different 18 conditions (2 Orientations × 3 Amplitudes × 3 Widths).
During the actual test, for each combination of conditions, participants performed a sequence
including 4 practice trials and 10 test trials. We collected only the data of the 10 test trials.

For the constrained circular (resp. linear) motion task, before the first trial of a hand, participants
performed a practice session, consisting of 10 practice trials in the easiest and most difficult
conditions, as in [3]. The practice session was followed by a set of pseudo-randomly ordered test
trials with 24 (resp. 12) different conditions (4 (resp. 2) Orientations × 2 Lengths × 3 Widths), during
which data was actually collected. Participants performed 5 repetitions of each condition.

Target acquisition (TA) task.We presented participants with vertical and horizontal bar targets
(Figure 1(b)) common to 1-D Fitts’ law experiments (e.g., [76]). Participants were instructed to slide
their index finger across the touchscreen to acquire targets as quickly and accurately as possible.
We used the lift-off technique to select a target, as in previous work (e.g., [69, 72, 76]). The current
target was highlighted in green, while the starting position (i.e. previous target) was gray. When
the dot –i.e. the touch location– was in the current target, the target turned from green to yellow
(Figure 1(b)). If the finger was lifted outside the target, the current target turned from green to red
and an error was recorded. Regardless of whether a given target was hit or missed, the opposite
target became the active one, and the movement time of the trial was recorded. Participants were
instructed to return their finger to the touch screen immediately after lifting it and to proceed to
the next target (as in [76]).
Constrained linear motion (CL) task. We presented participants with vertical and horizontal

tunnels to steer (Figure 1(c)). Participants were instructed to steer their index finger along the
tunnel as quickly and accurately as possible, according to the orientation given by the blue arrow
as shown in Figure 1(c) and done in previous work [11]. We presented in total four orientations to
participants: leftward and rightward for horizontal tunnels, and upward and downward for vertical
tunnels. After participants crossed the start line of the tunnel with their index finger (Figure 1(c)),
the tunnel became activated, and changed color from gray to green, as a signal that the task had
begun and the time was being recorded. Participants’ fingertip trajectory was shown with a pink
line (Figure 1(c)). When participants’ finger strokes over the end line, the trial was completed, and
the tunnel turned from green to yellow. As in [4], crossing the borders of the tunnel resulted in the
tunnel’s color turning from green to red, the cancellation of the trial, and an error was recorded.
Lifting the finger after crossing the start line and before crossing the end line, but without crossing
the tunnel border, resulting in an invalid trial. In this case, no error was recorded1, as in [4].

1Participants sometimes lifted their finger by mistake, but this could not be attributed to the constraints imposed on
movement variability, because they did not cross the displayed tunnel border. We could not let participants continue the
trial either, because we could not make sure their finger was back to the same position when lifting.
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Constrained circular motion (CC) task. CC (Figure 1(d)) presented the same procedure as CL,
except that the tunnel to steer was circular. Participants always started at the top of the tunnel (as
in [3, 4]). They were presented with two orientations (clockwise or anticlockwise), as shown in
Figure 1(d) and done in [10].
The target acquisition task took around 20 minutes, the constrained linear motion task around

30 minutes and, the constrained circular around 30 minutes. After finishing one task with each
hand, participants were asked to fill in a Raw NASA Task Load Index questionnaire [27] to measure
the subjective workload imposed by completing this task. After finishing one task with both hands,
participants were asked to freely comment on the task and hands used. After finishing one task,
participants were allowed to take a break until they felt ready for the next task.

3.5 Design
For each task type, we used a fully-crossed, within-subjects factorial design with repeated measures.
Independent variables were: orientation of movement, hand used, width, and amplitude (resp.
length for the two steering tasks). Dependent variables were movement time (i.e. target acquisition
time or steering time), error rate, and subjective workload. For target acquisition task, movement
orientation, amplitude, width and hand conditions were fully-crossed. For steering tasks, movement
orientation, length, width, and hand were fully crossed. The two steering task types were compared
as a within-participant factor. The levels of amplitude (A) and width (W) of the target acquisition
tasks were taken from a prior study [76]. For steering tasks, we found through a pilot study that
the levels of tunnel length (L) and tunnel width (W) from prior work [4] lead, for one-handed
BoD interaction, to error rates over 80% and extreme fatigue on fingers. To avoid this, we used
the three largest tunnel widths (2.5, 3.4, and 5.0mm) corresponding to their settings closest to
ours, and their shortest tunnel length (14.8mm). To provide with a second value for tunnel length,
we double the first, shortest, tunnel length, as in [68]. Participants needed to succeed at least one
time in each combination of conditions. If participants failed all trials of a given combination of
conditions, these trials were rescheduled at the end of the trials, until participants succeeded once,
as in [19, 70]. Figure 2 shows the detailed experimental variables. Following previous work, we
draw the following list of hypotheses:

H1: Participants’ preferred hand performs faster than non-preferred hand in all conditions (task
type, movement orientation, target or tunnel width, and motion amplitude or tunnel length).

H2: Participants’ preferred hand performs less error than the non-preferred hand in all conditions
(defined as in H1).

H3: The time difference between participants’ preferred and non-preferred hand increases when
the task gets more difficult (i.e. when the target gets narrower and the amplitude gets larger in
target acquisition task; when the tunnel gets narrower and the tunnel gets longer is steering tasks).

H4: The difference in error rate between participants’ preferred and non-preferred hand increases
when the task gets more difficult (defined as in H3).

This experimental design and the planned analysis were registered2 before we collected the data.

4 RESULTS
To have a good estimation of the movement time, which has a skewed distribution, we used the
geometric mean [59]. Shapiro-Wilk test showed that we could not assume the normality of our
data3. Therefore, we performed an aligned rank transformation [75] of the data before the repeated
measures ANOVA. In the remaining of the paper, unless otherwise mentioned, all error bars and

2https://osf.io/6u3kg/?view_only=ec62d0bf6c604b95b0ddc25165249c59
3See supplementary material for analysis code and detailed results
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Fig. 2. Experimental variables for each task.
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Fig. 3. Movement time against hand and motion orientation: (a) Target acquisition, (b) Circular Steering, and
(c) Linear Steering.

CI indications are the bootstrapped 95% confidence interval, and post-hoc tests are Wilcoxon
Signed-rank tests using Holm’s sequential Bonferroni procedure for p-value correction.
For the target acquisition task, we calculated the standard deviation from the mean on-screen

selection coordinate on the set of all 5 trials of each participant for each combination of Hand × A ×
W × subsidiary orientations. As in [76], outliers were defined as trials whose selection coordinates
were more than two standard deviations from the mean selection coordinate. Under this criterion,
no trial was excluded.

For the two steering tasks, invalid trials caused by lifting the finger before crossing the end lines
were considered outliers and excluded. We excluded 35 of such invalid trials over a total of 4326
steering trials.

For all tasks, movement time was calculated after discarding error trials, as in [3, 4, 45, 76]. The
data and the code used for the analysis can be found in the supplementary material, together with
more detailed results.

4.1 The preferred hand does not perform faster than non-preferred hand in all
conditions (H1)

H1 is partially verified for the target acquisition task. Figure 3(a) shows that on average, par-
ticipants’ preferred hand (M=1240 ms, CI=[1188, 1306]) performed 10% faster than the non-
preferred hand (M=1363 ms, CI=[1300, 1437]). The hand has a significant impact on the movement
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time (𝐹 (1,385)=12.83, p<0.001, non-preferred hand vs. preferred hand: W=14488, Z=3.0122, p<0.01,
r=0.145).

We also examine the movement time for different motion orientations for each hand. The inter-
action of hand used × motion orientation (horizontal/vertical) on movement time is not significant
(Figure 3(a)). However, the interaction of hand used × subsidiary motion orientation (leftward,
rightward, downward and upward) has a significant impact on movement time (𝐹 (3,781)=5.03,
p<0.01):
With the preferred (i.e. right) hand, acquiring a target on the left was significantly faster than in
any of the other three directions (leftward vs. rightward: W=1307, Z=-5.0146, p<0.001, r=0.341;
leftward vs. downward: W=1249, Z=-5.1924, p<0.001, r=0.353; leftward vs. upward: W=1647, Z=-
3.9724, p<0.001, r=0.270). The fastest orientation with their preferred (i.e. right) hand is left-
ward (M=1114ms, CI=[1037, 1232]), then rightward (M=1215ms, CI=[1138,1304]), then upward
(M=1297ms, CI=[1186,1455] and slowest was downward (M=1334ms, CI=[1217, 1500]).
With the left hand, acquiring a target horizontally was significantly faster than vertically (rightward
vs. downward: W=1338, Z=-4.9196, p<0.001, r=0.335; rightward vs. upward: W=1421, Z=-4.6651,
p<0.001, r=0.317; leftward vs. downward: W=1760, Z=-3.6261, p<0.01, r=0.247; leftward vs. up-
ward: W=1546, Z=-4.282, p<0.001, r=0.291). The fastest orientation with their left hand is right-
ward (M=1247ms, CI=[1148, 1390]), then leftward (M=1277ms, CI=[1172, 1413]), then downward
(M=1454ms, CI=[1327, 1608]), and slowest was upward (M=1475ms, CI=[1334, 1655]).

H1 is not confirmed for the steering task as a whole. The hand used had no significant impact on
the movement time for overall steering tasks (𝐹 (1,209) = 0.03, 𝑝 = 0.87). Even when analyzing
each steering task separately, H1 is not confirmed in the constrained circular motion. As shown in
Figure 3(b), participants’ preferred hand was on average 3% slower (M=6407ms, CI=[5767, 7240])
than the non-preferred hand (M=6206ms, CI=[5641, 6892]). Despite this difference, the impact of
Hand used on the movement time is not significant (𝐹 (1,253) = 0.44, 𝑝 = 0.51). The distribution
of movement time was slightly different for both hands: while the preferred hand had a lower
median time (Median=4884ms) than the non-preferred hand (Median=5155ms), the preferred
hand’s movement time had more variance (SD=4478ms) compared to the non-preferred hand
(SD=3838ms). For constrained circular motion, no interaction of hand used × motion orientation
significantly impacts the movement time. This means that the performance of each hand does not
change significantly in different orientations.

H1 is not confirmed either for the constrained linear motion. Even though Figure 3(c) (left) shows
that the preferred hand had a smaller median time (Median=3518ms) than the non-preferred hand
(Median=3793ms), the preferred hand was on average 2% slower (M=4468ms, CI=[4123, 4873])
than the non-preferred hand (M=4360ms, CI=[4072, 4688]). Despite this difference, we found no
significant impact of the hand used on the movement time (𝐹 (1,517) = 2.17, 𝑝 = 0.14).

For constrained linear motion, the interaction between the hand and the motion orientation had
a significant impact (𝐹 (3,517)=3.625, p<0.05): When participants interacted with their non-preferred
hand, the slowest motion orientation was upward (M=4586ms, CI=[4016, 5337]), which was signif-
icantly slower than downward (M=4271ms, CI=[3702, 4967], W=1878, Z=3.165, p<0.05, r=0.37) and
leftward (M=4267ms, CI=[3702, 4992], W=759, Z=3.1145, p<0.05, r=0.37). The differences were not
significant between the other orientations.
When participants interacted with their preferred hand, the fastest motion orientation was down-
ward (M=3974ms, CI=[3371, 4698]), which was significantly faster than upward (M=4784ms,
CI=[4128, 5787], W=2288, Z=-5.4658, p<0.001, r=0.46), and leftward (M=4641ms, CI=[4029, 5487],
W=2053, Z=-4.147, p<0.001, r=0.35). The differences were not significant between other orientations.
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(c) Linear Steering

Fig. 4. Error rate against hand and motion orientation: (a) Target acquisition, (b) Circular Steering, and (c)
Linear Steering.

4.2 The preferred hand does not perform less error than the non-preferred hand in all
conditions (H2)

H2 is partially verified for the target acquisition task. Figure 4(a) shows that the preferred hand
performed at a 20% lower error rate (M=5.42%, CI=[4.21, 6.71]) than the non-preferred hand
(M=6.76%, CI=[5.37, 8.38]). The impact of the hand on the error rate (𝐹 (1,385)=4.29, p<0.05) is
significant. However, the post-hoc test does not confirm the significant difference between the
hands (𝑊 = 2500.5, 𝑍 = 4.7468, 𝑝 = 0.15, 𝑟 = 0.057), probably as the effect size is small.

For target acquisition tasks, none of the interactions between hand used × motion orientation or
hand used × subsidiary motion orientation was found significant on the error rate. This means that
the accuracy of each hand does not change significantly when the motion orientation changes.

H2 is not confirmed for the steering task as a whole. The impact of the hand used on the error rate
is not significant (𝐹 (1,209) = 0.31, 𝑝 = 0.58). Even when analyzing each steering task separately, H2
is not confirmed in constrained circular motion. Figure 4(b) shows that the preferred hand performed
at an 8% lower error rate (M=18.23%, CI=[15.00, 21.71]) than the non-preferred hand (M=19.90%,
CI=[16.39, 23.89]). However, this is not significant (𝐹 (1,253) = 0.4, 𝑝 = 0.53).
For constrained circular motion, the interaction of hand used × motion orientation do not

significantly impact on the error rate. This means that the accuracy of each hand does not change
significantly in different orientations.
H2 is not confirmed either in constrained linear motion. As shown in Figure 4(c), although par-

ticipants’ preferred hand (M=12.78%, CI=[10.70, 13.01]) performed at a 16% lower error rate than
non-preferred hand (M=15.16%, CI=[12.98, 17.48]) the distribution of the error rate for each hand is
similar, and both had a median of 0%. The impact of the hand used on the error rate is not significant
(𝐹 (1,571)=1.34, p=0.25).

For constrained linear motion, the interaction between the hand used and the motion orientation
had a significant impact on the error rate (𝐹 (3,517)=3.92, p<0.01). The preferred (i.e. right) hand made
the least errors rightward (M=6.94%, CI=[4.17, 10.28]), significantly less than leftward (M=18.33%,
CI=[14.21, 23.66]; W=494, Z=4.0644, p<0.001, r=0.3387) and upward (M=13.61%, CI=[9.72, 18.33];
W=129, Z=3.072, p<0.05, r=0.256).We found no significant differences between the other orientations
for the preferred hand. When participants interacted with their non-preferred hand, we found no
significant difference between any of the four orientations.
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Fig. 5. (a) Fitts’ law, (b) Steering law, and (c) Task Load Index against task types

4.3 The time difference between the preferred and non-preferred hands does not
increase when the task gets more difficult (H3)

H3 is not confirmed for the target acquisition task. Figure 5(a) shows that participants performed
faster with the preferred hand than non-preferred hand in all 9 A×W conditions, and the preferred
hand is slightly faster for more difficult targets. However, the interaction between hand used × ID
(𝐹 (4,209) = 1.09, 𝑝 = 0.36) is not significant. The interaction of hand used × target width, and of
hand used × movement amplitude were not significant either.

H3 is not confirmed for the steering task as a whole. As shown in Figure 5(b), both for circular and
linear steering tasks, we found no clear difference between each hands when the ID changes. The
interaction between hand used × ID (𝐹 (4,209) = 0.34, 𝑝 = 0.85) is not significant. Similarly, the
interaction between hand used × tunnel length, hand used × tunnel width, hand used × tunnel
width × tunnel length (𝐹 (1,253) = 0.19, 𝑝 = 0.66, 𝐹 (2,253) = 0.26, 𝑝 = 0.77, 𝐹 (2,253) = 0.72, 𝑝 = 0.49
respectively) were not significant.
H3 is not confirmed for the constrained circular motion. None of the interaction between hand

used × ID, hand used × tunnel length, hand used × tunnel width, and hand used × tunnel width
× tunnel length were significant (𝐹 (4,209) = 0.68, 𝑝 = 0.61,𝐹 (1,253) = 0.38, 𝑝 = 0.54, 𝐹 (2,253) =

0.55, 𝑝 = 0.58, 𝐹 (2,253) = 2.276, 𝑝 = 0.10 respectively). This shows that the hand difference does
not significantly change when the task difficulty changes.
H3 is not confirmed for the constrained linear motion. The interaction of hand used × ID, hand

used × tunnel length, hand used × tunnel length, hand used × tunnel width, and hand used × tunnel
width × tunnel length was not significant (𝐹 (4,429) = 0.22, 𝑝 = 0.93,𝐹 (1,517) = 0.51, 𝑝 = 0.48,
𝐹 (2,517) = 0.36, 𝑝 = 0.70, 𝐹 (2,517) = 0.41, 𝑝 = 0.67 respectively). It means that hand difference
does not significantly change with the difficulty.

4.4 The difference in error rate between the preferred and non-preferred hand does
not increase when the task gets more difficult (H4)

H4 is not confirmed for the target acquisition task.We found no interaction of hand used × ID , hand
used × target width, hand used × movement amplitude, hand used × movement amplitude × target
width on the error rate (𝐹 (4,209) = 2.25, 𝑝 = 0.06, 𝐹 (2,385) = 0.86, 𝑝 = 0.42, 𝐹 (2,385) = 2.11, 𝑝 =

0.13, 𝐹 (4,385) = 1.81, 𝑝 = 0.13 respectively).
H4 is not confirmed for the steering tasks as a whole. The interaction between hand used × ID

(𝐹 (4,209) = 1.18, 𝑝 = 0.32) is not significant. The interaction between hand used × tunnel length,
hand used × tunnel width, hand used × tunnel width × tunnel length (𝐹 (1,253) = 2.48, 𝑝 = 0.12,
𝐹 (2,253) = 2.10, 𝑝 = 0.13, 𝐹 (2,253) = 0.17, 𝑝 = 0.75 respectively) were not significant either.
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H4 is not confirmed in constrained circular motion. The interaction between hand and ID was
significant (𝐹 (4,209) = 2.48, 𝑝 < 0.05). However, the post-hoc test does not confirm the significant
difference between the hands when ID value changes. None of the interaction between hand
used and other factors were significant: hand used × tunnel length, hand used × tunnel width,
hand used × tunnel width × tunnel length (𝐹 (1,253) = 3.72, 𝑝 = 0.06, 𝐹 (2,253) = 2.56, 𝑝 = 0.08,
𝐹 (2,253) = 1.09, 𝑝 = 0.34 respectively). This shows that the hand difference does not significantly
change when the difficulty changes.
H4 is not confirmed in constrained linear motion. Interactions of hand used × ID, hand used ×

tunnel length, of hand used × tunnel width, and of hand used × tunnel width × tunnel length show
no significant impact (𝐹 (4,429) = 0.34, 𝑝 = 0.85, 𝐹 (1,517) = 0.34, 𝑝 = 0.56, 𝐹 (2,517) = 0.69, 𝑝 = 0.50,
𝐹 (2,517) = 0.29, 𝑝 = 0.75 respectively). This means that the hand difference does not significantly
change when the task difficulty changes.

4.5 The task load is similar when interacting with the preferred vs. non-preferred
hand

Task load of target acquisition task. As shown in Figure 5(c) and by a paired t-test, the difference in
task load between the preferred hand (M=43.75, CI=[34.31, 52.43]) and the non-preferred hand is
not significant (M=41.46, CI=[31.04,52.71]).
Task load of steering tasks. Figure 5(c) shows that participants reported a higher task load for

circular (M=61.28, CI=[55.73, 67.87]) than for linear steering (M= 55.97, CI=[49.31, 62.43]). However,
this difference was not found significant. Neither the impact of hand used nor the interaction of
hand used × task type show a significant impact on task load.

4.6 Reproduction of previous results on BoD target acquisition
In addition to answering our hypotheses, the experiment allowed us to partially reproduce previous
results.

Movement time of target acquisition tasks.We first checked that the acquisition time of each hand
follows Fitts’ law [21]. Figure 5(a) shows the regression analysis treating all 9 A × W combinations
separately, in order not to incorrectly increase 𝑅2 [25]. The movement amplitude and target width
significantly impact movement time (𝐹 (2,385)=44.89, p<0.001, and 𝐹 (2,385)=311.79, p<0.001 respec-
tively). Participants were indeed faster as the target widened or as movement shortened, for both
hands. We also verified that participants performed better in horizontal than in vertical orienta-
tions as in [76], and found the impact of orientation on movement time significant (𝐹 (1,385)=21.6,
p<0.001). Participants performed significantly faster (W=6362, Z=5.8243, p<0.001, r=0.280) horizon-
tally (M=1213ms, CI=[1166,1270]) compared to vertically (M=1390ms, CI=[1322,1465]).

Error rate of target acquisition tasks. We checked that the impact on the error rate of target width
is greater than movement amplitude. Similarly to previous work [74], in our experiment, the width
of target showed a significant impact (𝐹 (2,385)=37.13, p<0.001): participant made more errors when
the target width narrowed. In contrast, the impact of the movement amplitude on the error rate is
not significant (𝐹 (2,385)=1.19, p =0.30).

We also check the significant impact of the motion orientation (𝐹 (1,385)=29.96, p<0.001). Partici-
pantsmademore error vertically (M=7.82%, CI=[6.44,9.35]) than horizontally (M=4.35%, CI=[3.43,5.42]),
as in [76]. The difference between these two orientations is significant (W=3396, Z=3.7253, p<0.001,
r=0.179).
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4.7 Novel identification of the impact of subsidiary motion orientation for target
acquisition tasks

Going beyond [76], we consider subsidiary motion orientation that we introduced for target acquisi-
tion tasks. We found that participants were 3% faster (𝐹 (3,781)=13.23, p<0.001) leftward (M=1195ms,
CI=[1130,1281]) than rightward (M=1231ms, CI=[1165,1314]). We found a non-significant differ-
ence between upward (M=1385ms, CI=[1291,1508]) and downward (M=1394ms, CI=[1304,1496])
movements.
We also show that the subsidiary motion orientation has a significant impact on the error rate

(𝐹 (3,781)=21.03, p<0.001). We can see in Figure 3(a) that participants made much more error down-
ward than in the other three orientations (M=11.11% vs. M=4.41%). This was confirmed by post-hoc
tests (downward vs. rightward: W=747.5, Z=4.4644, p<0.001, r=0.215; downward vs. leftward:
W=567.5, Z=4.7468, p<0.001, r=0.228; downward vs. upward: W=553, Z=5.274, p<0.001, r=0.254).
Ten (out of 12) participants told us that, when validating the target after performing a downward
motion, they clearly felt their finger sliding out of the target when lifting their finger. This could
explain the errors [60].

4.8 New measure of BoD steering performance
In addition to extending the results on target acquisition at the BoD [76], we also measure the
movement time of steering tasks at the BoD for the first time.
Movement time of constrained motion. We first check that our data follows a Steering Law [2].

Figure 3(b) and 3(c) clearly shows that participants performed faster in linear motion (M=4403ms,
CI=[3939,4988]) than in circular motion (M=6401ms, CI=[5720,7256]) for all IDs, as for other input
devices [3, 4]. ANOVA (𝐹 (1,209)=212, p<0.001) and a post-hoc test (W=7166, Z=9.26, p<0.001, r=0.598)
confirm that the task type had a significant effect on movement time.
Movement time of constrained circular motion. For constrained circular motion, we first check

that the impact on movement time of tunnel length, tunnel width and interaction of tunnel length ×
tunnelwidth is significant (𝐹 (1,253)=641.77, p<0.001, 𝐹 (2,253)=267.61, p<0.001, 𝐹 (2,253)= 42.72, p<0.001,
respectively). Participants performed faster when the tunnel is wider or shorter, as Steering Law
predicts [2]. We further compared participants’ performance in different motion orientation. The
impact of motion orientation on movement time is not significant.
Movement time of constrained linear motion. The tunnel width and length significantly impact

the movement time (𝐹 (2,517)=349.15, p<0.001, 𝐹 (1,517)=1308.38, p<0.001 respectively). Participants
were faster with a wider or shorter tunnel, as Steering Law predicts [2]. Motion orientation has
a further significant impact on movement time (𝐹 (3,517)=6.26, p<0.001). Participants were the
slowest in upward steering (M=4685ms, CI=[4225,5267]), then leftward steering (M=4454ms,
CI=[4017,4978]), then rightward steering (M=4394ms, CI=[3960,4940]), and the fastest in downward
steering (M=4123ms, CI=[3714,4620]). We found a significant difference between upward steering
and rightward steering, between upward steering and downward steering, and between leftward
steering and downward steering (W=3811, Z=2.81, p<0.05, r=0.17; W=8265, Z=6.0727, p<0.001,
r=0.36; W=6884, Z=3.3185, p<0.0, r=0.201 respectively).

Error rate of constrained motion. Figure 4(b) and 4(c) shows that BoD constrained circular motion
causes more errors (M=18.65%, CI=[15.53, 22.17]) than constrained linear motion (M=14.05%,
CI=[11.80, 16.67]), as for other devices [3]. ANOVA finds a significant impact of the task on the error
rate (𝐹 (1,209)=8.7, p<0.01) and confirmed by the post-hoc test (W=3601, Z=2.8058,r=0.18,p<0.01).

Error rate of constrained circularmotion.Wefirst checked the impact of tunnel width (𝐹 (2,253)=36.58,
p<0.001) and tunnel length (𝐹 (1,253)=25.73, p<0.001) on the error rate. Participants made fewer errors
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with wider and shorter tunnels, as for the stylus [4]. We further investigate the impact of motion
orientation on error rate and found no significance.
Error rate of constraint linear motion.We first check the impact of the tunnel length and width

on the error rate (𝐹 (1,517)=62.25, p<0.001, 𝐹 (2,517)=19.52, p<0.001 respectively). Participants made
less errors when the tunnel was shorter and wider, as with a stylus [4]. Motion orientation also
significantly impacts the error rate (𝐹 (3,517)=6.08, p<0.001). Participants made the least errors
rightward (M=10%, CI=[7.36, 12.92]), significantly less than leftward (M=16.25%, CI=[13.06, 19.72],
W=1509, p<0.05) and upward (M=16.13%, CI=[13.10, 19.492], W=807, p<0.05), and slightly less than
downward (M=13.50%, CI=[10.69, 16.81], W=895, p=0.17).

5 DISCUSSION
Partial replication and extension of previous results on BoD target acquisition. Our experiment,

through its BoD target acquisition task, is a partial replication of previous work [76]. While we
share most of their experimental design [76], we extend the scope of Wobbrock et al.’s experiment
to non-preferred hands by exploring an additional variable (hand used). We also chose not to
include other variables such as front-of-device or two-handed interactions as our primary focus
was on the difference between hands, our experiment already included a lot of variables, and users
preferred to use their smartphone with a single hand [33]. We also chose not to use the same, small
touchpad as in [76], as nowadays users rather use a larger touchscreen like the one we use in the
experiment. Other associated variables, such as the thickness of the device, were different. Our CD
gain was larger (2.3 and controlled distance to screen, vs. 1.5 and non-controlled distance to screen
in [76]). We tried Wobbrock et al.’s CD gain in a pilot experiment but it was too difficult.

The preferred hand of our participants was 13% faster horizontally (M=1156ms vs. M=1298ms
vertically) and performed at a 50% lower error rate horizontally (M=3.61% vs. M=7.22% vertically)
with the index of their preferred hand on BoD. We, therefore, found a larger difference than the BoD
condition of the previous experiment [76] (resp. 10% faster with M=1440ms vs. M=1580ms and
16% lower error rate with M=5.65% vs. M=6.71%). This difference could be explained by the larger
interactive area of current touch surfaces used in our experiment. We also extend Wobbrock et al.’s
findings to subsidiary orientations (leftward, rightward, upward, and downward). This allows us
to explain the higher error rate in vertical motion through the higher error rate in the downward
motion. The error rate in the downward motion could be explained by the difficult flexion of the
finger to reach bottom targets [28, 67].

A novel measure of steering performance at the BoD.We found a mean movement time of 4403ms
and a mean error rate of 14.5% for linear steering, and 6401ms and 18.65% respectively for circular
steering. Participants were faster and made fewer errors in constrained linear motion compared
to constrained circular motion. Participants were faster and made fewer errors when the tunnel
length shortened or when tunnel width widened. This is consistent with previous work [3, 4]
for other devices such as the mouse, a stylus, or a touchpad. In constrained linear motion tasks,
the downward motion was significantly faster than the other three motions, while the rightward
motion was the least error-prone.

Impact of the hand used depends on the task. We found that the preferred hand was performing
better for target acquisition tasks but in a limited way for steering tasks. To acquire a target, the
preferred hand was 10% (1240ms vs. 1363ms) faster and performed at a 20% (5.42% vs. 6.76%)
lower error rate on average compared to the non-preferred hand. To steer a path, the non-preferred
hand was found 2-3% faster while making 8-16% more errors. As a consequence, our hypotheses H1
and H2 are validated for target acquisition tasks but not for steering tasks. During our follow-up
interview, 5/12 participants commented that they seldom steer paths. For them, no preferred hand
de facto existed for steering tasks. Future work should determine if the training of each hand has
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an impact on the performance of the steering task at the BoD. Future work should also study our
hypothesis that the steering task was a good candidate for a controlled task in the lab, as close as
possible to trajectory-based tasks on a touchscreen in the wild.
Impact of dominance does not depend much on the difficulty. For all tasks, although the time

gap between preferred and non-preferred hand widens when the difficulty increases (Figures 5(a)
and 5(b)), the interaction was not significant. This applies also when separately considering the
amplitude of the movement (or length of the tunnel) and the size of the target (or the tunnel). The
interaction was not significant for the error rate either. Therefore our hypotheses H3 and H4 are
rejected: the difference between hands does not get much larger when the task gets more difficult.
Higher IDs could have revealed a higher difference between hands. In pilot experiments, we

tested higher pointing and steering IDs found in previous work. However, we decided to limit the
range of tested IDs for pointing and steering tasks. The first reason is that small targets (or tunnel
width) lead the tasks to be very difficult. Narrowing the width of the target (or the tunnel), we
found in our pilot experiment that participants can repeatedly fail all trials for a given combination.
The second reason is that large movement amplitude (or tunnel length) than our longest one caused
extreme fatigue on participants’ finger. Although our ID ranges for the two tasks are smaller than
in previous work [63] [3] [4], the range of IDs we use in the paper is more realistic for BoD pointing
and steering tasks.

Impact of the hand depends on the orientation. Acquiring a target opposite to the hand has more
benefits for the preferred than the non-preferred hand: the difference in movement time between
hands was the most significant in leftward motion. For steering tasks, the non-preferred (left) hand
made significantly more error than the preferred (right) hand in the rightward direction. These
imply extending the left index finger vs. flexing the right index finger.
Measure of handedness. Half of the participants performed faster and with fewer errors at the

target acquisition task with their non-preferred hand. However, these participants performed 9%
faster with their non-preferred (M=1176ms, CI=[1108, 1265]) compared to their preferred hand
(M=1295ms, CI=[1222, 1387]). They also performed at an 11% lower error rate with their non-
preferred (M=6.94%, CI=[5.09, 8.89]) compared to their preferred hand (M= 7.69%, CI=[5.93, 9.81]).
In contrast, the other half of the participants performed 31% faster with their preferred (M=1186ms,
CI=[1117, 1283]) compared to their non-preferred hand (M=1550ms, CI=[1458, 1676]). They also
performed at an error rate 52% lower with their preferred (M= 3.15%, CI=[2.13, 4.44]) compared to
their non-preferred hand (M=6.57%, CI=[4.63, 8.70]).

To further explore a possible explanation for this, we proposed an additional, optional follow-up
questionnaire to participants in an attempt tomore precisely define their handedness: all participants
answered a 10-items Edinburgh Handedness Inventory test [50] as, e.g., in [23]. However, we found
no correlation between the results of the test, and the individual target acquisition and steering
performance. Another hypothesis that could be explored in future work is that participants whose
hands performed more similarly are more experts at computer tasks, e.g., gamers, while participants
whose non-preferred hand showed less performance are more novices.

6 IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND DESIGN
Publishing “negative” results. While the impact of the hand used to interact with a mobile device

had not been measured before, a lot of work addressed in the past decade the sensing of the hand
grasping the device (e.g., [8, 16, 24, 44, 65, 73]). The goal of this previous research was, among others,
to “optimize interfaces based on detecting handedness” [8]. Previous work sometimes questions
interaction techniques designed “regardless of whether the phone is operated with the left or right
hand” [44]. Previous work sometimes took for granted that “the performance of a user’s dominant
hand is better than that of his or her non-dominant hand” [24]. While this is true for the tasks
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presented in our related work section, many of our (pre-registered) hypotheses on the difference
between the preferred and non-preferred hand for target acquisition and constraint motion at the
BoD were not verified. We hope such “negative” results can help the HCI community adjust future
work [31, 51].

Optimizing BoD interaction. The differences should be taken into account for the design of BoD
interaction techniques. First, we found that the preferred hand was faster and performed fewer
errors than the non-preferred hand for BoD target acquisition tasks. A tailored interface for the non-
preferred hand, e.g., with wider targets, can thus improve the interaction with the non-preferred
hand and decrease the asymmetry of performance between the two hands.
Second, we found that, with the preferred (i.e. right) hand, acquiring a target on the opposite

(i.e. left) direction was significantly faster than in any of the other three directions. We also found
that the non-preferred hand was faster at acquiring targets when the movement is horizontal
than vertical. These two results should be taken into account when designing for the BoD, e.g.,
contextual menus opening around the finger touching the screen. Such contextual UI elements
should appear on the opposite side of the index finger if the preferred hand is holding and touching
the back of the device, and on the same horizontal line as the index location, in the case of the
non-preferred hand.
Third, we found that participants made much more error downward than in the other three

orientations when acquiring targets at the BoD. As users are less accurate when they point to the
bottom of the BoD comfortable area of the index finger, designers should provide larger elements in
this area, if they cannot be avoided. Further work should investigate the human limit of performance
as a function of the location at the BoD.

Fourth, when constrained linear motion (e.g., swiping) is required at the BoD, downward motion
would be the best candidate for quick gestures, and rightward movement the best alternative for
accurate gestures.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
This paper presented a study of the impact on the performance of the hand used for one-handed
interaction at the back of a mobile touch device. Empirical data indicates that users’ preferred hand
performs better than their non-preferred hand in target acquisition tasks, for both time (+10%)
and accuracy (+20%). In contrast, we found little difference in the performance of steering tasks
between the preferred and non-preferred hands.

Future work could investigate the impact of the validation mechanism on the difference between
hands. On the one hand, as the non-preferred hand rather performs macrometric movements [26],
we expect an improved validation mechanism to help the non-preferred hand. On the other hand, an
improved validation mechanism could also help the preferred hand, as it did for the thumb [60]. It
is however difficult to hypothesize which impact will be greater. Future work could also investigate
the impact of visual attention on the difference between hands. When lacking visual attention, users
leverage their proprioception. Proprioception was found to help for BoD target acquisition [77],
and, for other tasks, to be impacted by handedness (e.g., [23]). In particular, the non-preferred arm
can be favored [23]. Future work could also study other relevant tasks, such as pursuit (e.g., [32, 57])
or crossing tasks (e.g., [5]), and propose interaction techniques to enable easier pointing with the
non-preferred hand.
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